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Institute
1 Institute of Structural Engineering (IKI), Marienstraße 13 B
2 Institute of Structural Mechanics (ISM) Marienstraße 15

Professorships, Research and Teaching Facilities
3 Structural Engineering and Component Strength, Modelling and Simulation—Mechanics, Stochastics and Optimization, Centre for Structural Dynamics and Earthquake Engineering (CSDE), Marienstraße 15
4 Intelligent Technical Design, Solid Construction II, Modelling and simulation of Structures, Earthquake Damage Analysis Centre (EDAC) Marienstraße 13 A/B
5 Lecture Halls A – D Marienstraße 13 C
6 Steel and Hybrid Construction, Transport System Planning, Technical Support Marienstraße 13 D
7 Dean’s Office, Faculty of Civil Engineering, Marienstraße 13 E
8 Construction Engineering and Management, Construction Economics, Management in the Built Environment, X-ray Diffraction Analysis and Elasticity Laboratory, Wind Tunnel Laboratory, Luna Computer Pool, Marienstraße 7 A/B
9 Test Centre for Transport Construction Geschwister-Scholl-Straße 13

Seismic Station
The Park Caves Weimar

Building Physics Weather Station Bauhausstraße 7 b

Computer Vision in Engineering Bauhausstraße 11

Generally
13 Bauhaus Atelier | Info Shop Café Geschwister-Scholl-Straße 6a
14 Main Building * Geschwister-Scholl-Straße 8
15 Campus Office, International Office Geschwister-Scholl-Straße 15
16 Students House »M18« Marienstraße 18
17 Dining Hall »Mensa am Park« Marienstraße 15 b
18 University Library (UB), Limona, Audimax Steubenstraße 6/8
19 Service Centre for Computersystems and Communications (SCC) Steubenstraße 6a

* UNESCO World Heritage Site
Institute

20 Bauhaus-Institute for Infrastructure Solutions (b.is), Coudraystraße 7
21 F. A. Finger Institute for Building Material Engineering (FIB), Coudraystraße 11B
22 Institute of Mathematics/Building Physics (IMP), Coudraystraße 13 B

Professorships, Research and Teaching Facilities

23 Technical Testing Facility (VTE) at CIB Weimar, Sensory Laboratory, Coudraystraße 4
24 Biotechnology in Resources Management, Computing in Civil Engineering, Urban Water Management and Sanitation, Urban Bioengineering for Resource Recovery, Urban Energy Systems, Waste Water Laboratory, Geodetic Measuring Laboratory, Particle Laboratory, Recycling Laboratory, Branch Library building Materials/Natural Sciences, Coudraystraße 7
25 Lecture Hall 6, Coudraystraße 9 A
26 Ivers Processing Laboratory, Coudraystraße 9 B
27 Magnetic Resonance Spectography Laboratory, Centre for Resource Management, Coudraystraße 10
28 Building Chemistry and Polymer Materials, Building Physics, Construction Materials, Analytical Laboratory, Plaster Laboratory, Light Microscopy Laboratory, Metal and Synthetic Material Testing Laboratory, Scanning Electron Microscopy Laboratory, X-ray Laboratory, Ultrasound and Laser Laboratory, Coudraystraße 11 A
29 AKR Laboratory, Concrete Laboratory, Wood Laboratory, Concrete Durability Testing Laboratory, Coudraystraße 11 B
30 Geotechnics, Geotechnical Laboratory, Saw and Sanding Laboratory, Lecture Hall 1, Coudraystraße 11 C

Lecture Hall 2
Coudraystraße 13 A

Applied Mathematics, Acoustics Laboratory, Flow Laboratory, Lecture Hall 3, Coudraystraße 13 B

Construction Material Preparation, Chemical/Analytical Laboratory 1/2, Ceramics and Glass Laboratory, Climate Room Diagnostic Radiology, Spectroscopic Laboratory, Thermal Analysis, Instructional Laboratory, Coudraystraße 13 C

Concrete Pool, Orion Pool, Coudraystraße 13 D

Generally

35 KNOTEN Weimar, Coudraystraße 7
36 Materials Research and Testing Laboratory (MFPA), Coudraystraße 9
37 Language Centre, Bauhaus Further Education Academy (WBA), Coudraystraße 13 A
38 Cafeteria/Dining Hall, Coudraystraße 13 B